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Abstract
Small wind turbines (SWT) are designed according to the IEC 61400-2, which assumes the SWT experiences a
set of standard wind conditions, developed through assumptions of flat terrain and normal turbulence models. In
practice, other wind conditions can exist at SWT sites including winds, influenced by terrain, that feature speed
and turbulence behaviour outside the set of standard conditions. In this study, wind conditions at two contrasting
locations; one from built environment (Port Kennedy) and another from open terrain (Östergarnsholm), are
analysed using two-point statistical approach for small-scale fluctuations. The probability density function (PDF)
of the wind speed increments obtained from the two-point statistics reveals that the PK wind cases show the
highest intermittency of turbulence at small timescales and this appears to manifest as higher intermittency of the
rotor dynamic loads. The PDFs of rotor torque, thrust, and blade flapwise bending moment all show an increased
likelihood of larger load fluctuations and occurrence of more extreme events for the turbine operating in the built
environment site. The heavier tails of their PDF suggest that the turbine needs to be structurally robust and have
better control system to handle these extreme events when operated in sites with complex terrain.

Keywords: turbulence intermittency; two-point statistics; incremental PDF; small wind turbine; rotor
loads; IEC 61400-2
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Introduction

Small Wind Turbines (SWT) are designed for a given wind class viz. I, II, III, IV, or S as dictated by
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61400-2 Part 2 Design requirements for small
wind turbines [1], depending on the mean velocity and turbulence intensity the turbines are expected to
operate in. The standard assumes that SWTs experience a set of standard wind conditions developed
through assumptions of flat terrain and normal turbulence models. The wind classes are representatives
of ‘open terrain’ environments that SWTs are intended to operate in. Moreover, the standard has a
normal turbulence model (NTM), which assumes a turbulence intensity of 18% regardless of wind class
and also assumes that the turbulence is non-intermittent. In practice, SWTs are installed in a range of
sites from open terrain to complex sites. The wind flow field around turbines in the built environment,
e.g. ground-mounted in peri-urban areas or rooftop-mounted in industrial estates, is very different than
open terrain due to the presence of obstacles and high surface roughness. Despite the range of sites of
installation of SWTs from open terrain to complex sites, the wind model in the design standard is the
same, and the turbines operating in non-open terrain experience wind conditions that lie outside the
range of wind conditions modelled in the standard [2].
IEC 61400-2 Annex [M] does mention the existence of ‘other inflow conditions’ and expects such nonstandard wind conditions to occur in urban areas, rooftops, and forested areas where the flow field is
influenced by the presence of obstacles or due to the high surface roughness. It advises that the standard
wind condition model is no longer valid for the use by the designer without modification, however, it
does not provide any alternative suggestions to account for ‘non-standard’ wind conditions. The Annex
also mentions the occurrence of extreme wind direction changes and gust factors in the complex terrain,
which can result in more severe turbulence conditions than specified in the standard. Compared to the
wind conditions in open terrain sites, many complex terrain sites exhibit turbulence intensity values
higher than the standard estimates [3-5]. The standard assumes the turbulent flow is a homogeneously
Gaussian process [6], which is generally the case in open terrain sites with neutral atmospheric
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conditions. However, the purely Gaussian trend of wind fields as characterized by the IEC 61400-2
spectra is not reflected in measured data of built environment [7]. Such turbulent flow fields
demonstrate highly intermittent statistics and has a higher probability of larger wind fluctuations and
occurrence of more extreme events than that predicted by the current IEC 61400-2 Gaussian wind model
[8, 9].
This work is the continuation of the authors’ previous study [10] on the impact of wind speed and
turbulence on the performance and fatigue loads of a SWT. This study is motivated by the structural
challenges faced by SWTs operating in built-up areas due to small-scale fluctuations or ‘turbulence
intermittency’ happening within the wind field due to the influence of terrain. In urban environments,
the interaction of atmospheric turbulence with urban structures reduces the scale of turbulence and the
dynamic response of small turbines may be affected if the length scale of the turbulence is comparable
to the key length scale of the turbine components. As the response time of wind turbines is typically in
the range of seconds, turbines are affected by the small-scale intermittent properties of turbulent wind
and this turbulence intermittency leads to increased probabilities of extreme load changes for both
torque and thrust [11]. The intermittency of turbulent wind is capable of inducing cyclic as well as
intermittent rotor loads, cumulatively inflicting fatigue damage, and reducing the reliability of turbine
components [12, 13]. Therefore, wind turbines should be able to withstand both stochastic turbulence
and intermittent flow, which result in fatigue and transient loadings on the turbine, respectively.
The contribution of this work is to investigate the presence of turbulence intermittency in the wind field
and assess its impact on SWTs, which have different dynamics than large wind turbines due to their
relatively rigid blades. The importance of higher-order statistics in the characterization of wind fields
is highlighted in this study, which is discounted in common wind models. To understand how wind
gusts and small fluctuations are related to small-scale turbulence, this study focusses on applying a twopoint statistical method to quantify the turbulence intermittency in the measured wind data sets, which
gives the correlation between two points in a time series of wind fluctuations. The resulting dynamic
response of the rotor loads of a 5 kW horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) is then analysed based on
the outputs obtained from aeroelastic simulations using NREL’s FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics,
Structures and Turbulence) code.
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Concept of turbulence intermittency in the wind field

Intermittency refers to extreme (large and frequent) fluctuations of a parameter within small time scales.
Historically, intermittency was first observed in the velocity fluctuation experiments of Batchelor and
Townsend [14] where they commented “…as the wavenumber [number of waves per unit distance] is
increased [i.e. time scales decrease], the fluctuations seem to tend to an approximate on-off, or
intermittent, variation”. There are a number of references to intermittency in marine turbulence
research; Seuront et al. [15] present a terminological and phenomenological classification of
intermittency. In a comprehensive review, they note that the definition of intermittency varies from
author to author. They also refer to many authors [16-20] who suggest that intermittency is caused by
the presence of strong coherent vortices with diameters of the order of ten times the Kolmogorov length
scale1. The general consensus, however, is that intermittent behaviour in flows is observed in the
inertial-subrange and is characterised by “bursts” or sharp heterogeneous fluctuations in a few dense
patches amongst a wide range of low-density patches. Further, this structure is responsible for a
probability distribution that deviates from Gaussianity. Intermittency has historically been classified as
a turbulence phenomenon since it has been linked to strong fluctuations in energy transfer between
turbulent eddies of different scales and appears fundamental to the nature of the turbulent cascade.
Hence it is also referred to as turbulence intermittency or intermittency of turbulence.
Turbulence intermittency in a wind field refers to a time series of wind speed data where there are rare
wind speed events of large magnitude that are separated by long periods of low magnitude. The
unexpected high probability of large velocity fluctuations is seen through the PDF of their velocity
1
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differences, which is characterized by heavy or ‘flared-out’ tails and a peak around the mean value,
differing from a Gaussian distribution. This departure from the Gaussian behaviour may be triggered
by strong vortical events resulting in large velocity gradients and happening within small timescales.
This is different from stochastic turbulence where the fluctuations in wind speed are random since there
is some structure in intermittency i.e. narrow ‘packets’ of high fluctuations that occur within wide
periods of low fluctuations. The short-term variations in wind or small-scale fluctuations that occur
over a range of minutes to less than a second are superimposed on the mean wind speed causing
intermittency of the small-scale turbulence, which corresponds to a high probability of large wind speed
fluctuations [22]. Such large velocity fluctuations on small time scales are referred to as gusts and
turbulence intermittency can be thought of as occasional packets of short-term large wind fluctuations
that are present in the wind flow to the turbine rotor.

2.1 Influence of turbulence intermittency on wind turbine operations
Turbulence intensity (TI) is based on one-point statistics whereas turbulence intermittency is based on
the two-point statistics associated with velocity increments. Turbulence intensity is a basic measure of
the overall level of turbulence and the variability of the inflow to the turbine rotor at hub-height and is
given by the ratio of the second-order one-point statistical moments of the velocity time series i.e.
standard deviation (𝜎𝑢 ) and the first-order 〈𝑈〉 one-point statistical moments i.e. mean wind speed. This
is an important parameter for certification and site assessment procedures, however, it is unable to
explain the existence of gusts or occurrence of large velocity fluctuations occurring within the averaged
period. The value of turbulence intensity does not contain any dynamical or time-resolved information
about the fluctuation of the wind field itself, i.e. it does not facilitate chronological and time-indexed
trending of the wind speed observations [22, 23]. Further, the first two moments of mean and standard
deviation can give complete description of the wind field only when the PDF of the wind fluctuation
follows a Gaussian distribution [24].
In terms of intermittency in the context of wind energy, numerous field data and lab tests [22, 24-26]
have revealed non-Gaussian characteristics of wind speed increments of turbulent wind fields. The
stationary, turbulent wind speed fluctuations are often treated as a Gaussian process where their PDFs
are approximated to have a normal distribution. For the detailed characterization of wind fields, the
power spectral density of horizontal wind speed is considered in the standard IEC61400-2. The Kaimal
[27] or von Karman spectra is normally used to describe the atmospheric turbulence and also to generate
synthetic wind fields [7]. These models, however, assume purely Gaussian statistics of the wind fields,
which contradicts the experimental and measured results from the wind conditions in complex terrain
and also do not take into account the higher-order two-point correlations [28]. Due to the complex
nature of the wind flow fields, the available turbulence models focus only on specific features, while
they discount other important aspects in the wind field. These wind models, especially, do not
encompass non-Gaussianity in the wind field and the ensuing effect on the turbine loads [29].
There have been relatively few studies that have examined the impact of turbulence intermittency in the
inflow on the dynamics of the wind turbine. Mücke et al. [30] used higher-order two-point statistics to
describe the turbulent structure of atmospheric wind fields and studied different inflow wind fields –
measured and generated data – on the rotor torque of a numeric wind turbine model. They claimed that
intermittency in the turbulent wind field, causing a having higher quantity of extreme events, is
transferred to the turbine’s aerodynamic loads, which is observed through similarly intermittent torque
data. Their study also showed that the rotor torque statistics using the standard IEC wind field model
differed from the respective results from that of the measured wind data. Schottler et al. [31]
experimentally studied the effect of intermittent and Gaussian inflow conditions on an instrumented
model wind turbine in a wind tunnel using an active grid. Both the flows exhibited nearly equal mean
velocity values and turbulence intensities but strongly differed in their distribution of velocity
increments at a variety of time scales. The intermittent inflow also showed a distinct heavy-tailed
distribution of the velocity increments, which was converted to similarly intermittent turbine data at
different scales leading to intermittent loading. Schwarz et al.[32] inferred an increase in the fatigue
3

response of the turbine blades due to turbulent wind fields. They emphasised that the effect of such
intermittent wind on the loading response can only be detected through the increment statistics. Schwarz
et al. [29] found that intermittent wind dynamics and advanced wind statistics can be relevant to the
fatigue loads of wind turbines. They also state that the degree of the intermittency effect on rotor thrust
is dependent on the size and number of coherent structures of turbulence in the flow field.

2.2 Turbulence intermittency and two-point statistical method
For each interval, in a wind speed time series comprising of mean 〈𝑈〉 and random fluctuations u’(t),
wind fluctuation at a given time ‘t’ can be expressed as:
Equation 1
𝑢′ (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) − 〈𝑈〉
The autocorrelation function quantifies the correlation between two data points separated by a time lag,
τ. Such velocity fluctuations at small time scales, or gusts, can be investigated at different time lags for
their impact on turbine loading, where the fluctuation differences are captured by the velocity
increments at various time lags. In the sense of two-point quantities, the changes in velocity between
two events with a time lag, τ, are considered, which are referred to as velocity increments, 𝛿𝑢𝜏 (𝑡). So,
for the same interval in a wind speed time series, the fluctuation in the time interval (𝑡 + 𝜏) separated
by a time lag 𝜏, is expressed as:
𝑢′ (𝑡 + 𝜏) = 𝑢(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 〈𝑈〉

Equation 2

The time lag is essentially within the interval of Δ𝑡, so the mean wind speed 〈𝑈〉 remains the same for
both t and (𝑡 + 𝜏). The statistics of wind speed increments characterize the variation of wind speed (or
its fluctuations) over a time scale, τ, based on the information at two data points 𝑢(𝑡 + 𝜏) and 𝑢(𝑡). The
presence of wind gusts and resulting small-scale turbulence is not observed from the wind speed, u, but
rather through the velocity increments, 𝛿𝑢𝜏 (𝑡). From the interplay of Equation 1 and Equation 2, the
velocity increments, depending on the time lag, , are given as:
𝛿𝑢𝜏 (𝑡) = 𝑢′ (𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝑢′ (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝑢(𝑡)

Equation 3

A PDF of the increments of wind velocity or wind fluctuations 𝑃(𝛿𝑢𝜏 (𝑡)) represents a two-point
statistic that shows how frequent a certain increment value occurs and how these frequency distributions
depend on the time lag, τ. Expression for the PDF of the wind speed increments can be derived following
Castaing’s [33] parameterisation methods:
∞

1
𝑑𝜎
𝛿𝑢𝜏2
ln2 (𝜎/𝜎0 )
𝑝(𝛿𝑢𝜏 ) =
∫ 2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 2 ] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
]
2𝜋𝜆𝜏 𝜎
2𝜎
2𝜆2𝜏

Equation 4

0

Equation 4 considers the PDF a continuous superposition of Gaussian distribution with different
standard deviations, which are weighted by a log-normal distribution function. The shape of the
resulting PDF is determined by 𝜆2𝜏 and 𝜎0 . 𝜎0 fixes the median of the log-normal function, and 𝜆2𝜏 is
the fundamental parameter that determines the shape of the probability distribution, and is called the
shape parameter. Readers are directed to Morales et.al. [24] for further reading on the derivation and
estimation of both the parameters. Equation 4 reduces to a Gaussian distribution if 𝜆2𝜏 goes to zero.
The more the 𝜆2𝜏 increases, the more intermittent the distributions become.
lim
𝑝(𝛿𝑢𝜏 ) =
2

𝜆𝜏 →0

1
𝜎0 √2𝜋

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝛿𝑢𝜏2
)
2𝜎02

Equation 5

The shape parameter (2 ), derived from Castaing’s model [33, 34] and based on Kolmogorov’s
description of a turbulent cascades, is used to determine the shape of the probability distribution
P(δuτ (t)) and hence provides a metric to ascertain the degree of intermittency. Principally, 𝜆2 is the
approximation of the fourth moment kurtosis- the fourth moment of the velocity increments, which
implies a variance in energy fluctuation, and measures the degree of tailedness in the distribution.
Excess kurtosis measures the degree of the ‘peakedness’ and the ‘fatness’ of the PDF tails compared to
Gaussian distribution. The shape parameter 2 is related to the excess kurtosis of the increments as
4

defined in Equation 6. A positive value suggests a heavy-tailed distribution, a negative value suggests
a light-tailed distribution and close to zero suggest a close to normal distribution. Heavy-tailed nonGaussian distributions have kurtosis values greater than zero. So, for a distribution having heavy tails
or large outliers, the excess kurtosis will be high (leptokurtic) and consequently the 2 parameter has a
greater value.
𝐹(𝛿𝑢𝜏 ) =

〈𝑢′4 〉
−3
〈𝑢′2 〉2

Equation 6

The 〈∙〉 operator denotes the average of incremental wind velocities over the number of samples in the
record Ns at the time lag. To describe the probability density functions of the wind increments, δuτ , we
are interested in its shape and the kurtosis is given by:
𝐹(𝛿𝑢𝜏 ) =

〈𝛿𝑢𝜏4 〉
−3
〈𝛿𝑢𝜏2 〉2

Equation 7

Based on Equation 4, 2 can be estimated from flatness, and is expressed in its simplified form as;
ln(F(δuτ )/3)
Equation 8
λ2 =
4
where F(δuτ ) is the flatness of the incremental PDF at given scale τ. λ2 determines the shape of the
distribution where λ2 = 0 for Gaussian distribution; the excess kurtosis, 𝐹(𝛿𝑢𝜏 ) − 3, of a normal
distribution being equal to zero. As 𝜆2 tends to zero, the flatness of the distribution, F tends to 3, which
indicates a Gaussian distribution with no presence of intermittency. If F < 3, there is no intermittency
present in the wind field, however, the PDF of their increments will start assuming a flatter peak and
the tails of the distribution come inward. Such platykurtic distributions (peak becoming flatter and
wings coming inward or almost non-existent) have a negative kurtosis and will appear more like a
rectangle when compared to the normal distribution.
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Methodology on the two-point statistics for analysing measured wind field and
simulated rotor loads

The two-point statistics of wind speed increments are computed for the measured datasets from two
contrasting locations viz. Port Kennedy (PK) in Australia, which is a complex terrain and
Östergarnsholm (OG) in Sweden, which is a near-shore flat terrain. The two disparate locations are
considered to gain insight into the impact of terrain on wind conditions. Wind data sampled at 10 Hz
for a period of 6 months are considered from both sites. Readers are directed to the author’s previous
work [10] for more information on the wind measurement campaigns in these locations and the obtained
results with one-point statistics of averaged mean wind speeds and their standard deviations. The
incremental PDF of their wind speeds and their shape parameter, 𝜆2, are computed for 3 different wind
speed bins of 4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s, separately with the time lag, τ, ranging from 0.1 s to 150
s.
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Figure 1 Selected wind records at three wind speed bins of 4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s at (a) Port
Kennedy and (b) Östergarnsholm sites
The data, at each selected bin as shown in Figure 1, contains only the ten-minute records in
chronological order having the mean wind speed values that lie within the chosen bin. The velocity
increment of each ten-minute wind record is then computed and normalized by its standard deviation at
each time lag, ranging from 0.1 s to 150 s such that their normalized PDF is 𝑃(𝛿𝑢𝜏 (𝑡)/𝛿𝜏 ). From all
the individual PDFs of the ten-minute sets within a bin, an average PDF of the normalized increments
of the dataset at each time lag is computed and compared with the corresponding Gaussian PDF at the
same time lag. Similarly, the shape parameter, 𝜆2, at each time lag for each ten-minute record is also
calculated using Equation 8 and averaged out for each time lag from 0.1 s to 150 s. As the measured
data from both sites are sampled at 10 Hz, the smallest value of time lag for the incremental PDF is τ =
0.1 s. The upper limit of the time lag of 150 s is sufficient for the analysed data sets to transition to
Gaussian behaviour.
To investigate the impact of turbulence intermittency on the fatigue load of a SWT, aeroelastic
simulations of a 5 kW horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) were carried out using the aeroelastic code
FAST [35]. Validation work using over 1000 test cases has shown good agreement between dynamic
response as modelled by FAST and that of experimental measurements and other aero-elastic codes.
Although these test cases were run for a large wind turbine, this paper assumes that the level of
6

agreement would also hold true for small wind turbines [36]. For the simulation, the FAST model of 5
kW HAWT Aerogenesis is used in conjunction with the selected measured wind data sets from the
discussed sites and the results are benchmarked against the IEC Kaimal wind cases.
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Figure 2 Selected typical and non-typical ten-minute records at three wind speed bins of 4-5 m/s, 7-8
m/s and 10-11 m/s from (a) Port Kennedy and (b) Östergarnsholm data set
From each wind speed bin, four sets of ‘typical’ ten-minute records and four sets of ‘non-typical’ tenminute records were selected for both the PK and OG sites, as shown in Figure 2. The typical data sets
are those ten-minute records that lie along the 90th percentile fit line of the measured data while the nontypical sets are those that have higher standard deviations and lie beyond the 99th percentile fit line of
the measured data. The cut-in wind speed for the Aerogenesis turbine is 3.5 m/s and thus wind data
records that lie between 4-5 m/s bin were used to evaluate the turbine’s performance at lower wind
speeds. The average design wind speed for a Class III turbine like the Aerogenesis is 7.5 m/s and thus
wind data records that lie between 7-8 m/s were selected to assess the operation of the turbine due to
the average winds in the type of sites that it has been designed for. Finally, the rated wind speed of the
Aerogenesis turbine (when the turbine output reaches 5 kW) is 10.5 m/s and thus wind data records in
the wind of 10-11 m/s were selected to assess the operation of the turbine at rated wind speeds. FAST
simulations were also carried out using the IEC Kaimal turbulence model at each wind speed bin; 4.5
m/s (at 32.0% TI), 7.5 m/s (at 24% TI) and 10.5 m/s (at 20.57% TI), to match the turbulence conditions
of the IEC standard and to benchmark the measured wind flow fields against the standard. TurbSim
[37], the stochastic turbulence simulator, was used to generate full-field wind data from the single point
measured data sets that serve as input for FAST’s AeroDyn subroutine. Full description of this
publically available FAST model and the methodology for the FAST simulations can be found in [38].
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Methodology on preparing the input data sets in TurbSim and executing FAST simulations of the
Aerogenesis turbine is detailed in the author’s previous study in [10].
To identify if the intermittency in the wind gets passed on to the turbine dynamics and at what time
scales, rotor load time series were obtained from the FAST output for both the PK and OG site and
analysed using incremental statistics at the time scales ranging from 0.1 s to 150 s. The time series of
rotor torque, rotor thrust, blade root flapwise bending moment (FBM) and edgewise bending moment
(EBM) from the FAST output were considered to analyse the impact of intermittency in the wind field
on rotor loads. The response of the turbine’s dynamics due to intermittent wind field was investigated
in terms of fluctuations in rotor loads based on their increment statistics at different timescales by
examining the probability distribution of changes in rotor torque 𝛿𝑄𝜏 (𝑡), rotor thrust 𝛿𝑇𝜏 (𝑡), blade root
flapwise bending moment 𝛿𝐹𝐵𝑀𝜏 (𝑡) and blade root edgewise bending moment 𝛿𝐹𝐵𝑀𝜏 (𝑡) over a range
of time lags, τ. The results were then compared with the same statistical analysis of the IEC wind cases
at the same range of time lags. Equation 9 defines incremental rotor loads between two time events,
separated by a lag, τ.
𝛿𝑌𝜏 (𝑡) = 𝑌(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝑌(𝑡)

Equation 9

where Y is the rotor load parameter of either torque (Q), thrust (T), flapwise bending moment or
edgewise bending moment. The incremental statistics of the turbine loads were calculated in terms of
intermittency and incremental PDFs, particularly at time scale pertaining to the chord length and the
blade length of the considered turbine. This will allow to identify if the intermittency in the wind field
gets passed on to turbine at appropriate time scales. Figure 3 shows the blade from the Aerogenesis
machine and its cross-sectional element and Table 1 displays the time scales pertaining to the nominal
blade length and chord length. In the incremental analysis, in addition to the time scales in Table 1, a
time lag of 60 s was also considered to see the effect of intermittency at larger time scales.

Figure 3 Photo of a 5 kW Aerogenesis blade and its SD7062 profile cross section
Table 1. Time scales pertaining to the Aerogenesis blade length and chord length
Wind speed,
U [m/s]
4.5
7.5
10.5

Chord length, lc
[m]
0.13

Time lag, 𝝉 =
0.029 ≈ 0.1
0.018 ≈ 0.1
0.012 ≈ 0.1

𝒍𝒄
𝑼

[s]

Nominal
blade
length, lb [m]
2.5

Time lag, 𝝉 =

𝒍𝒃
𝑼

[s]

0.55 ≈ 0.5
0.33 ≈ 0.3
0.24 ≈ 0.2

The FAST simulation was run for a period of ten minutes for each wind case and the load statistics
output at 10 Hz frequency. Since the turbine statistics from FAST were output at the time step of 0.1 s,
the smallest time scale for incremental statistics for both wind speed and turbine rotor loads was 0.1 s.
In that regard, the time scale pertaining to chord length at all three chosen wind speed bins was 0.1s
while for the blade length, the incremental statistics were evaluated at time scales of 0.5 s, 0.3 s and 0.2
8

s at the 4-5 m/s, 7-8 and 10-11 m/s bins, respectively. The work flow in evaluating the measured wind
data and simulated rotor loads for intermittency is shown in Figure 4.
Measured datasets
Complex site
(Port Kennedy)

Selected wind records at
4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s bins, resp.

Open terrain
(Östergarnsholm)

FAST model of
5 kW ‘Aerogenesis’ HAWT

All ten-minute wind records at
4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s bins, resp.

Rotor loads, turbine performance from the
aeroelastic simulation

Analyse intermittency of turbulence with
2-point statistics
- intermittency parameter (λ2)
- PDF of wind increments

Analyse rotor torque, thrust, FBM time
series

Analyse impact of turbulence intermittency
on the rotor loads through
- intermittency parameter (λ2)
- PDF of rotor load increments in terms of Torque
Thrust, blade root flapwise bending moment and
blade root edgewise bending moment

Figure 4 Methodology for two-point statistical analysis of measured data sets and rotor loads from
FAST simulations
4

Results and discussion on assessment of turbulence intermittency in the inflow to the wind
turbine

Figure 5 shows the semi-log plot of the change in intermittency shape parameter (𝜆2) with time lag for
the two sites at three wind-speed bin scenarios. At smaller time scales (below 1 s), the PK wind field
has higher intermittency than the OG wind field at all three wind speed bins. At larger time scales, the
intermittency decreases for all PK wind data sets and suggests that fluctuations over time scales greater
than 20 s exhibit more or less Gaussian behaviour. The OG wind field intermittency also transitions to
Gaussian behaviour at time scales of around 20 s for the 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s bin but interestingly,
the wind field from the 4-5 m/s bin data takes a longer time to transition than any of the other cases and
also carries non-Gaussian behaviour even at larger time scales of around one minute.
0.2

PK 4-5 m/s
PK 7-8 m/s
PK 10-11 m/s
OG 4-5 m/s
OG 7-8 m/s
OG 10-11 m/s

Intermittency parameter, 6 2
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0.15

0.1

= = 20 s

= = 60 s
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0

-0.05

-0.1
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Figure 5 Shape parameter (𝜆2) of the wind speed increments, Port Kennedy and Östergarnsholm sites
in the wind speed bins of 4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s and 10-11 m/s
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As seen in Figure 5, the incremental statistics of the wind fluctuations deviate from Gaussian in the
range of about < 20 s for both sites, as highlighted in the grey zone. The PDFs at these time lags will
have leptokurtic distributions with heavy tails and a pronounced peak. With time lags beyond 20 s and
higher, the PDFs at both the sites have negative kurtosis, with more values lying around the mean and
the distributions have flatter peaks and insignificant tails. For both the sites, it is also observed in Figure
5 that the effect of intermittency is less pronounced and the transition occurs faster with increasing
mean wind speed. The findings from both sites suggest that the degree of intermittency is inversely
proportional to wind speed, i.e. the higher the wind speed, the lower the level of intermittency in the
wind field. Both the PK and OG wind sets have low levels of intermittency for wind data in the 10-11
m/s bin compared to wind data in the 4-5 m/s bin. However, intermittency is related to sudden extreme
events i.e. large fluctuations occurring over short time frames and the increase in probability of these
extreme events is what causes the incremental PDFs to have heavy tails. Figure 1(a) and (b) do indicate
some fairly large fluctuations at the lower wind speeds and it may be that at higher wind speeds, the
wind becomes more uniform and damps out these short-term large fluctuations within the wind flow
field to exhibit a lower degree of intermittency. Further research is required to understand whether this
result is a product of the wind records and the bins chosen or is more of a general trend.
From the intermittency plot in Figure 5, the probability of small-scale turbulence occurring at the PK
site is relatively larger at smaller time scales than at the OG site. In a turbulent flow field, there may
exist strong vortical events referred to as ‘worms’. The visual evidence of these worms has revealed
them to be thin vortex filament structures that contain large concentrations of vorticity [19]. A thin
vortex filament passing across a wind speed sensor would cause large fluctuations in readings over a
very short time period. As large atmospheric turbulence packages come into contact with the physical
obstructions in the built environment, turbulent eddies or wakes are created next to or downwind of the
obstacles[39]. The mechanically-induced turbulence creates eddies of scales comparable to the obstacle
size. These eddies decay as they move past the obstacles dissipating their energy as filament vortices.
The turbulence in the flow field dissipating into worms is not uniform in space in the built environment.
It is expected at the PK site that the obstacles in the built environment will mechanically induce
turbulence with eddies no larger than the obstacles, which decay as they move downwind. As such, one
can expect that the PK wind field will contain many smaller vortical structures with different length and
time scales. Such cascading happens a lot faster in a built environment site like PK than it would happen
naturally due to wind shear in the atmospheric boundary layer, at an open terrain site such as OG. For
a certain flow passing around the obstacles at the PK site, these resulting smaller structures of different
length scales interact with each other at different time scales. This interaction occurs in terms of flow
separation or reattachment and the exact nature of the interaction very much depends on the Reynolds
number of the flow. In the urban situation, the erratically interacting eddies of different scales and their
high Reynolds number result in a strongly three-dimensional flow field that also exhibits a greater
degree of turbulence intermittency. In such a situation, it would not be surprising to observe non-normal
behaviour of wind and non-standard flow structures in such built-up terrain. A multipoint-statistical
analysis will be required to understand the nature of these structures and their mechanism of interaction
with a wind turbine.
As mentioned, the obstacles in the built-up site force the turbulent eddies to decay faster. This
continuous cascading reduces the probability that two events are correlated, i.e. are associated with the
same intermittent packets of turbulence, as the time scale between the events increases. As a result, the
PK wind field would expect to have lower intermittency as the time lag increases. Since the atmospheric
cascade of turbulence in flat terrain is much slower, the OG wind field exhibits higher intermittency
than the PK wind field even at larger time scales, particularly for the 4-5 m/s wind speeds. This might
be due to the low Reynolds number associated with smaller wind speeds compared to the wind speeds
at other two higher wind speed bins. At lower wind speeds, the ‘transition to Gaussian’ period appears
longer i.e. the Gaussian state is reached at larger time lags. One possible explanation may be that there
is less mixing of flow with lower wind speeds and the turbulent structures associated with the
intermittency persist longer, particularly at the OG site where there are no obstacles to break down these
structures and eddies decay naturally.
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The cascading of turbulence to eddies that have larger velocity fluctuations over small time scales can
interact with the turbine and have a significant impact on its rotor loads and structural response. Due to
their smaller size, the turbulence structures at the PK site can be picked up on smaller time scales as
they go past the turbine. They are capable of interacting with the turbine components and inducing a
dynamic response from the turbine if the length scales of the structures are of the same order of the
turbine components. The impact of small-scale eddies on small wind turbines can be prominent and
more pronounced at smaller time scales whereas their effect is smothered at larger time lags. The larger
coherent turbulent structures that occur in the OG site will pass through the turbine/ measurement zone
unperturbed due to the absence of any significant physical obstructions to dissipate the turbulence into
smaller eddies. Such structures tend to have significantly larger length scales than the rotor diameters
of small wind turbines and, although their interaction with large wind turbines may be significant, they
do not really interact with the SWT, which is relatively unaffected by their passing. Structures of larger
length scales also take a longer time to pass through the turbine components, resulting in larger velocity
increments over large time lags. The structures thus exhibit higher intermittency and manifest heavy
tailedness even at larger time scales.
Figure 6 shows the normalized PDF of wind speed increments at a smaller time lag of = 0.3 s and
larger time lag of 60 s for both sites and the IEC wind case for the wind speed bins of 4-5 m/s, 7-8 m/s
and 10-11 m/s together with the Gaussian fit of the measured datasets at the same time lags. The PDFs
have been normalized with respect to one standard deviation of the distribution.
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Figure 6 Normalized PDF of velocity increments for PK (*) site, OG (●) site, IEC Kaimal (▲) and
measured Gaussian (—) at wind speed bin of 4-5 m/s (a-b), 7-8 m/s (c-d) and 10-11 m/s (e-f) at time
lags of 0.3 s and 60 s, respectively
For all wind speed bins, the PK wind data in Figure 6 shows strong intermittent statistics of wind
fluctuations at the small time lag of = 0.3 s, with the strongest intermittent behaviour at the low wind
speed bin of 4-5 m/s, as commented upon previously. The PDFs of the velocity increments at the PK
site show heavy tails, containing data from large velocity increments that have higher probability of
occurrence. Note that y-axis is logarithmic and there are events as big as 6𝜎, which is significantly
underestimated by the Gaussian distribution. In Figure 5, up to around = 0.7 s, the PK wind data has
higher intermittency than the OG wind sets for all three wind speed bins and the corresponding PDFs
in Figure 6(a, c, e) shows that the Gaussian distribution underestimates the probabilities of large values
of fluctuations for both the PK and OG sites, with greatest deviations from the Gaussian behaviour
being observed for the PK wind sets. For instance, for all three wind speeds and a small time scale of
0.3 s in Figure 6(a, c, e), wind increments of ±4𝜎 are about 8 times more likely to occur at OG than
predicted by the IEC/Gaussian model and 10 times more likely to occur at PK than IEC/Gaussian
predictions. For the sampling rate of 10 Hz and bin size 𝛿𝑥 = 0.28 𝑚/𝑠, the waiting time ‘𝑡𝑤 ’ for a
1
given event ‘x’ that occurs with probability 𝑝(𝑥) can be approximated by 𝑡𝑤 = 𝑝(𝑥)∗𝛿𝑥. Thus,
increments of 4𝜎 that occurs every 42 minutes and 55 minutes at OG and PK site, respectively, would
be expected only once every 420 minutes for a Gaussian distribution. The PK wind data demonstrates
both higher turbulence levels and higher intermittency at smaller time scales that are observed through
the heavy-tails in their incremental PDFs. The flared-out tails in the PDF also suggest the occurrence
of more frequent gusts and larger probability of extreme events that occur more frequently than
predicted by the Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distribution significantly underestimates this
probability for the extreme events with wind increments > ±6𝜎 for the PK site. These small-scale
structures of turbulence can occur more often than the single once-a-year or freak once-in-fifty-year
event that is modelled in the IEC standard. These findings regarding the features of the PK wind field
supports the argument that the wind velocity fluctuations in the turbulent sites are not fully described
through their moments of first and second order [30] and underlines the need for higher order statistics
to interpret the wind field accurately.
For increments over time scales τ > 0.7 s, the PK wind sets start to transition to Gaussian statistics faster
than the OG wind datasets at all three wind speed bins. At = 60 s (refer Figure 5) where the PK data
has transitioned to a Gaussian distribution, the OG wind dataset at 4-5 m/s still exhibits slight nonGaussian characteristics, though difficult to see from Figure 6(b). At both the chosen time lags and all
wind speed bins of Figure 6, the IEC Kaimal wind cases clearly exhibit Gaussian characteristics as
expected from their description in the standard. The PK wind sets demonstrate higher probability of
larger fluctuations at small time scales while the occurrence of extreme events for the OG wind sets is
more likely over larger time scales. This also suggests that intermittent packages of turbulent structures
occurring over larger time scales in the built environment are less likely than in open terrain.
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This section presented the results of the statistical characterization of wind turbulence in terms of
intermittency of turbulence using two-point statistics. The wind speed increment PDFs and the
corresponding shape parameters were computed for a range of time lags for the measured wind data
sets from two locations and were compared with the incremental statistics from the Gaussian
distribution and IEC Kaimal model. The key findings from this section are:
a. For all three wind speed bins, the PK wind field showed higher intermittency at smaller time
scales and the incremental statistics of the wind fluctuation also deviated from the Gaussian
distribution at smaller time lags, with their PDFs having heavy tails. The occurrence of larger
fluctuations and higher probability of more extreme events occurring at the built environment
sites are significantly underestimated by the Gaussian distribution/ IEC model.
b. The presence of obstacles in the built environment site of PK, are likely to generate vortical
structures with varying time and length scales. This may explain the higher degree of turbulence
intermittency in the PK flow field at smaller timescales.
c. The two-point statistics in terms of the PDF of wind fluctuations can grasp the statistical
information of higher moments and the PDFs can be characterized by the shape parameter, 𝜆2,
as a function of 𝜏. This parameter can be estimated by the second and fourth moment of the
wind increment distribution as discussed in previous sections.

5

Results and discussion on impact of turbulence intermittency on the rotor loads

Figure 7 presents the incremental PDFs for rotor torque and rotor thrust as well as blade root flapwise
and edgewise bending moments for the PK, OG and IEC cases at the lower wind speed bin of 4-5 m/s.
The rotor loads are normalized with respect to one standard deviation of their respective PDF. In Figure
7(a-b), the rotor torque exhibits a classic non-Gaussian behaviour with modestly heavy tails and a
narrow peak around the mean. Interestingly, the trend of flared-out tails and narrow peaks in the PDF
of torque increment becomes more Gaussian with increased time lag, for instance at 𝜏 = 60 𝑠 as shown
in Figure 7(c), although a few instances of larger fluctuations can be seen for both PK and OG cases,
which is consistent with the intermittency parameter curves of Figure 5 for the 4-5 m/s case. At this
wind speed and time scale of 𝜏 = 5 𝑠, the torque increments of ±4𝜎 are 25 times more likely to occur
at the PK site than the IEC/Gaussian prediction. For the sampling rate of 10 Hz and bin size 𝛿𝑥 =
0.28 𝑚/𝑠, events with ±4𝜎 that occur every 20 minutes at the PK site would be expected only once
every 420 minutes for a Gaussian distribution. There are a few extreme fluctuations in rotor torque at
the PK site, which are ±7𝜎 from the mean, indicating significantly higher probability of larger torque
fluctuations than predicted by the standard. The finding that intermittency in the wind speeds is
transferred to intermittency in torque on small time scales (torque pulses) for the wind turbine supports
the research of others – Mücke et al. [30] found a high correlation between wind increment statistics
and the resulting torque increment statistics; Lind et al. [40] pointed out “… both the power and the
torque are related to the cube of the wind speed, and thus the non-Gaussian character of the latter must
be present in both turbine properties”. The PDF of rotor thrust (see Figure 7(d-f)) and blade root FBM
(see Figure 7(g-i)) do not display, at least at wind speeds of 4-5 m/s, the same level of non-Gaussian
behaviour as the rotor torque increments and this may be because thrust is related to the square of the
wind speed while torque is related to the cube of the wind speed and so torque is more sensitive to
fluctuations in wind speed. At the OG site, events of torque, thrust, and FBM increments of 4𝜎 are
underestimated by the Gaussian distribution by a factor of 8. Any extreme fluctuations in rotor loads
with > 6𝜎 also have lower likelihood of occurrence at the OG site than at the PK site.
In contrast to the normal distribution which has a single peak, the incremental PDFs of the EBM appear
as a bimodal distribution at smaller time scales, while it assumes Gaussian behaviour at larger time
scales. Figure 7(j-k) show are two distinct and equal peaks or modes in their PDFs at around ±2𝜎. The
load on the turbine blade in the edgewise direction is influenced by gravity and changes twice during
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each revolution of the blade, with the maximum EBM occurring when the turbine blade is in a horizontal
position. For one maxima, there is compression towards the trailing edge and for the other maxima,
there is compression toward the leading edge. From the FAST simulation, the typical rotational speed
of the turbine during 4-5 m/s winds was obtained as 177 rpm. At time scales of 0.1 s, the azimuthal
difference between the occurrences of the EBM increments would be around 106°. Even for a time
scale of 0.5 s, the blade would have rotated only around 1.5 revolutions between EBM increments. It is
likely that, at these time scales, the PDF of the EBM increments are being influenced by the underlying
periodic EBM loads with their two local maxima per revolution. Once the time scale increases to 10 s,
any two EBM events are around 30 revolutions apart and the azimuthal dependency of EBM has less
influence.
Of the rotor loads, the EBM seems least affected due to intermittency in the wind fields as the
distributions of Figure 7(j, k, l) show no ‘wings’ or tails suggesting there are no events with larger
fluctuations in the edgewise loads. The increments in EBM for both the sites as well as IEC are smaller
than those predicted by the Gaussian model predicts. Fluctuations in edgewise loads may not be
significant as edgewise loading is a result of blade mass as well as gravity and this would not be large
for SWTs. In fact, the FAST results of this study also showed that the loading on the turbine blade in
the edgewise direction is 6-16 times less than the flapwise loads for the range of wind speeds studied.
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Figure 7 Normalized incremental PDF of rotor torque (a-c), rotor thrust (d-f), blade root flapwise bending moment (g-i) and blade root edgewise bending
moment (j-l) evaluated for the selected wind records from PK, OG and IEC wind cases in 4-5 m/s bin
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Figure 8 shows the incremental statistics of rotor loads, evaluated at 0.1 s, 0.3 s and 60 s time lags, for
the wind speed of 7-8 m/s. At this higher wind speed bin, the PDFs exhibits more pronounced nonGaussian distributions at smaller time scales than the 4-5 m/s case. The PDFs of rotor torque and thrust
for the PK and OG wind cases in Figure 8 (a-c and d-f) clearly exhibit heavy tails indicating higher
probabilities of large fluctuations. At smaller time scales, the probability of occurrence of large
fluctuations in torque is higher and in general, is more prominent for the PK wind fields compared to
the OG and IEC wind fields. At 𝜏 = 0.3 𝑠, rotor torque increments of ±4𝜎 are 75 times more likely to
occur at PK than IEC/Gaussian predictions. Likewise, the thrust increments are 20 times more likely to
occur at the PK site. It should, however, be noted that this underestimation becomes more severe for
extreme events at the tails of the PDF having larger standard deviations. This would be expected due to
the higher intermittency in the PK wind field. It is also visually clear from the plots that, in general, the
non-typical sets have higher probabilities of large fluctuations in thrust and torque than the typical sets
for both PK and OG statistics.
In terms of bending moments, the PDF of blade root flapwise bending moments at the PK site show
heavier tails at smaller time scales, see Figure 8(g-i). For the small time scale of 0.3 s, the FBM
increments of ±4𝜎 are 20 times more likely to occur at PK than predicted by the IEC/Gaussian model.
The factor becomes larger for > 6𝜎 events. These non-Gaussian statistics at the PK site reveal extreme
events that have greater detrimental effect on turbine blades. At small time scales, the turbine blades
can experience larger forces and undergo significant fatigue loading cycles due to the small-scale
structures interacting with the blades. Smaller turbulent coherent structures such as vortices that have
size in the order of the blade chord or blade length are capable of inducing dynamic loading on the
blade. This subjects the blades to undergo larger amplitude fatigue cycles that reduce their predicted
fatigue life significantly. The increased probability of extreme events appearing at the tails of the PDF
should be considered during the wind turbine design load calculations so that the turbine can withstand
any excessive fatigue or premature failure of the blades and other components. The edgewise bending
moments are not as important as flapwise bending moment in terms of fatigue loads, nevertheless, the
PDFs of Figure 8(j-l) also exhibit non-Gaussian behaviour at relevant smaller time scales. For wind
speed bins of 7-8m/s and 10-11m/s as seen in Figure 2, the standard deviations for PK are in the range
2 – 3, significantly higher than the standard deviations for OG (1 – 1.7). The lower variation in the
winds at OG manifests itself as lower variations in blade loads. The PDFs of Figure 8 show that high
variation in blade loads, including FBM, occurs more frequently at PK than at OG. Moreover, events
of all rotor load increments of 4𝜎 are underestimated by the Gaussian distribution by a factor of 8-10
at the OG site. So, both blade root bending moments of the turbine appear less affected by the OG wind
field compared to the PK and IEC cases, suggesting the turbine would experience fewer extreme blade
loads if installed at the OG site.
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Figure 8 Incremental PDF of rotor torque (a-c), rotor thrust (d-f), blade root flapwise bending moment (g-i) and blade root edgewise bending moment (j-l)
evaluated for the selected wind records from PK, OG, and IEC wind cases in 7-8 m/s bin
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The (normalized) incremental statistics of the rotor loads due to the applied wind fields at the wind
speed bin of 10-11 m/s are shown in Figure 9 and evaluated at time lags of 0.1 s, 0.2 s, and 60 s, based
on Table 1. From first examination, the results at this wind speed appear analogous to the PDFs for the
7-8 m/s bin with the rotor load PDFs again exhibiting non-Gaussianity at the smaller time scales of 0.1
s and 0.2 s but assuming a more Gaussian shape at the larger time scale of 60 s. Compared to the PDFs
at 7-8 m/s, however, the PDF of rotor torque and thrust increments at 10-11 m/s are slightly less peaky
and their tails are more flared. This suggests the occurrence of larger fluctuations in rotor torque and
thrust is more probable at higher wind speeds with a corresponding greater impact on the turbine
components and performance. For instance, for wind speed of 10-11m/s and a scale of 0.2 s, torque
increments of ±4𝜎 are 90 times more likely to occur at the PK site than predicted by the IEC/Gaussian
model. For the sampling rate of 10 Hz and bin size 𝛿𝑥 = 0.28 𝑚/𝑠, the event of torque fluctuations
with 4𝜎 that occurs every 5 minutes at the PK site would be expected only once every 420 minutes for
a Gaussian distribution. This probability difference becomes severely significant for events with higher
standard deviations as seen in the PDF. This result is in contrast to the findings in Figure 5 where, for
the same time lag, the intermittency of wind fields with higher wind speeds is slightly less than wind
fields with smaller wind speeds. It has to be remembered, however, that Figure 5 reduces the description
of the intermittency of wind flow to a single metric value whereas looking at the PDFs in Figures 7-9
gives a more complete picture. Also if Equation 3 and Equation 9 are considered, there may be a
relatively smaller wind increment at higher wind speeds compared to low wind speeds but due to the
cubic relation of torque with wind speed, this could result in a noticeable increment in torque at higher
wind speeds. The dominating factor in this calculation would be the cubic function rather than the value
of the increment. Similar heavy-tailed PDFs are observed with the blade root FBM at smaller time
scales, which too have Gaussian behaviour at larger time scales. At a scale of 0.2 s, FBM increments
of ±4𝜎 are 70 times more likely to occur at the PK site than predicted by the IEC/Gaussian model. The
Gaussian model underestimates thrust increments by a small factor of 10. The IEC/Gaussian
distribution is found to underestimate the FBM increments by 20 times and torque/thrust increment by
10 times at the OG site. The probability difference in the EBM increments compared to IEC/Gaussian
model are insignificant for both the sites.
In Figure 9(a, b, c), a prominent peak in the PDF of torque increments can be identified at all three time
lags presented. Such peaks are not noticeable in the case of the other three turbine response parameters.
It should be noted that this “peaky” characteristic or sharp cusp is already inherent in the inflow to the
turbine. The experimental evidence in [41] from 4 wind measurement towers based in 4 different
terrains (from coastal to complex) reveal similar shapes of the PDFs of their wind increments. Aside
from the heavy tails of the distributions, at small time scales in particular, they reveal a “strong
peakedness near the mode of the distribution”. Liu et al. [26] also show that a Gaussian distribution
underpredicts the peak of the PDF of measured wind increments. The question then becomes why this
inherent characteristic becomes exaggerated in the case of torque increments but not in the other loads
examined i.e. there is a higher probability of near-zero or low torque increments compared with the
probability of near-zero or low thrust increments, for instance. The most likely explanation would be
the moment of inertia of the rotor, which dampens the response of the rotor to change.
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Figure 9 Normalized incremental PDF of rotor torque (a-c), rotor thrust (d-f), blade root flapwise bending moment (g-i) and blade root edgewise bending
moment (j-l) evaluated for the selected wind records in 10-11 m/s bin
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The fingerprint of the non-Gaussian field from both the PK and OG sites on rotor torque and thrust is
exhibited through flat tails and central peaks in their incremental statistics. Interestingly, rotor torque
and thrust from the IEC Kaimal wind case also exhibit non-Gaussanity at smaller timescales for all
three wind speed bins (see Figures 7-9) despite the fact that the IEC Kaimal wind fields are Gaussian
at all time scales e.g. for = 0.3 s, as presented in Figure 6. Figure 8(a, b, d, and e) and Figure 9(a, b and
d) show most clearly, that the IEC wind field rotor torque and thrust PDFs also have relatively heavier
tails albeit the probability of occurrence of large variations in torque and thrust is clearly lower than
that of the PK wind field. While small scale fluctuations (in terms of 𝜏 values) are dominated by linear
response, the large-scale fluctuations in the wind field have non-linear response, which is reflected in
the PDF of the rotor loads. It is likely that that the higher intermittency in the PK wind field at small
time scales, relative to the OG wind field, results in a prominently non-Gaussian distribution of the
incremental statistics of the rotor loads at small time scales. Nevertheless, the degree of non-Gaussanity
in the PDF of the rotor loads with the IEC wind field cannot be ignored. The PDF of the IEC wind field
is Gaussian while the fingerprint of the Gaussian field on torque and thrust is non-Gaussian with the
IEC wind cases. As the rotor loads statistics are the output of the FAST simulation, it is important to
consider that FAST may not be able to take into account all the non-linearity of aerodynamics and
machine component responses. When dealing with the stochastic data sets of wind or rotor loads, the
standard statistical methods, as discussed in this study, may still not be sufficient for an accurate
description of the PDF of the related stochastic processes. The PDFs themselves may also not be able
to characterize the underlying dynamic processes for a complex process. Such dynamical systems may
be more accurately described by a stochastic differential equation, the non-linear Langevin equation
[42].
This section presented the results and discussions on the impact of turbulence intermittency in the wind
field on rotor loads on the turbine, in terms of the incremental statistics of rotor torque, thrust, FBM and
EBM. To summarise the findings,
a. Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 suggest that inflow with a higher probability of extreme events
transfers to the main shaft in the form of torque fluctuations and, to a lesser degree, to the thrust
loads on the turbine rotor. This is an interesting result because there has been debate in the
literature over whether intermittency has any impact on thrust load and flapwise bending
moment and contradicting conclusions have been drawn. Berg et al. [6], for example, did not
find any significant evidence that intermittency altered the loads on the turbine and concluded
that the dynamics of the intermittency in the flow field were low-pass filtered by the turbine.
Schwarz et al. [29], on the other hand, found that “intermittent wind dynamics and advanced
wind statistics can be relevant to the fatigue loads of wind turbines”. They also stated that the
degree of the intermittency effect on rotor thrust is dependent on the size and number of
coherent structures of turbulence in the flow field.
b. The findings from this study would support, to a degree, the conclusions of Schwarz et al.
because the obstacle-filled PK wind field would be expected to contain many coherent
structures. The study adds to the discussion of intermittency and wind turbine dynamics by
comparing the relative effects of intermittency on different turbine loads and finds that, torque
appears more sensitive to large fluctuations in wind speed and this is likely because it is a cubic
function of wind speed whereas thrust is proportional to the square of the wind speed.
c. The heavier tails of the rotor torque PDFs for the PK wind field indicate that the turbine
operating at the PK site would require a robust gearbox/drive train and generator to
accommodate the increased forces on turbine structures due to large cyclic torque fluctuations
occurring at smaller time scales. Similarly, increased fluctuations in the rotor thrust impact the
structural integrity of the turbine demanding stronger foundations and a robust turbine tower to
withstand the extreme thrust force events. The important question here will be whether the
turbine control system would be fast enough to handle such larger fluctuations in both torque
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and thrust occurring at smaller timescales. Survival of the turbine, in the long run, would
entirely depend on the robustness of the control system and the strength of the turbine structure.
d. Turbulence intermittency in the PK wind field showed a significant influence on rotor torque
and FBM, which were significantly underestimated by the Gaussian distribution and IEC
model. The influence of small-scale fluctuations on rotor thrust and EBM were relatively small.
e. For wind increments of ±4𝜎 at relevant small time scales, the torque fluctuations are
underestimated by the Gaussian/ IEC model by 70-90 times at the PK site for the discussed
wind speed bins. It is evident from Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 that there is a higher
likelihood of occurrence of events with larger fluctuations at the PK site, which will translate
to a more severe impact on the turbine’s drivetrain and generator. Similarly, at the same relevant
time scales at three different wind speed bins, the extreme FBM is 10 times (for 4-5 m/s), 20
times (for 7-8 m/s) and 70 times (for 10-11 m/s) more likely to occur in reality than predicted
by the Gaussian distribution. The high probability of extreme FBM events is evidenced by the
heavier tails of their PDFs at relevant timescales and wind speed bins. Such significantly large
fluctuations in the FBM could impose higher fatigue loads on the turbine blades and hence
reduce its fatigue life.
f. For the chosen three wind speed bins, the PK wind produced 1.3 – 2 times higher damage
equivalent load (DEL) values for the turbine blades, as inferred by the authors in the previous
study, refer [10]. The higher probability of extreme FBM events and hence increased DEL
values due to PK wind sets could be influenced by the observed short-term fluctuations in PK
wind sets, which also indicate the time-scale of turbulence in the wind.

6

Results and discussion on turbulence intermittency and dynamic response of the turbine
blade

Figure 10 shows the plot of the intermittency or shape parameter, 𝜆2 versus time lag, for the blade root
FBM increment statistics due to the PK, OG and IEC wind fields for three chosen wind speed bins. The
plots show a peak in intermittency parameter at small time scales, most noticeable for the PK nontypical cases at the higher wind speed bins. For 7-8 m/s, the highest intermittency is seen at a time lag
of 0.3 s while this peak occurs at 0.2 s for 10-11 m/s bin (refer Figure 10(b, c)). From Table 1, these
time scales and wind speeds correspond to the length scales of the order of the nominal blade length of
the Aerogenesis turbine. Thus, the highest intermittent behaviour in FBM is observed to occur at a time
scale that is in the order of the turbine’s blade length. It may be the case that, for PK especially, there
are a number of small coherent turbulence structures with sizes in the order of turbine’s blade length
that are capable of inducing larger dynamic loading on the blades as they pass through the turbine.
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Figure 10 Intermittency plot of blade root flapwise bending moment at three wind speed bins
The intermittency parameter plot at 4-5 m/s, refer Figure 10(a), does not show strong response of blade
root FBM at time lags corresponding to blade length (𝜏 = 0.5 𝑠) despite the strong intermittency in the
wind fields at this wind speed, particularly for the PK site, as shown in Figure 5. This suggests, as stated
previously, that the dominating factor in the rotor loads is the sensitivity to wind speed rather than high
values of wind increments. For the 4-5 m/s bin, the turbine is operating slightly above cut-in wind speed
(note that Aerogenesis’ cut-in speed is 3.5 m/s) and it may be that dynamic responses of the turbine
blade in the form of flapwise bending is unlikely in this operating state. The FBM shape parameter plot
in Figure 10 also shows intermittent behaviour for both typical and non-typical OG wind fields, for
higher time lags. The time lag for the peak intermittency for the 4-5 m/s case is around 20-30 s,
decreasing to around 3-10 s for the 10-11 m/s case. This intermittency is likely to be due to the largescale structures occurring at the OG site that pass through the turbine unperturbed by the terrain features
in this flat-terrain site. The incremental PDFs of the blade root FBM for the OG wind field at this time
scale should exhibit slightly heavier tails, however, the impact of such large structures is not
considerable, particularly for low wind speeds, on the blade loading and the overall rotor load on the
turbine.
The turbine blades seem to be affected by eddies having a length scale in the order of the turbine’s blade
length. These turbulent eddies of equivalent size interact with the turbine blades as they move past the
blades to induce a dynamic response involving large fluctuations in the forces on the blade. Such
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fluctuations may produce larger fatigue loads on blades, which can reduce their estimated operational
life. This scenario could possibly be another factor behind the predicted higher damage equivalent loads
in [10] on turbine blades for the PK wind fields.

7

Conclusions

In this study, the authors analysed the measured wind data sets from Port Kennedy and Östergarnsholm
sites for intermittency of turbulence in the wind field, by computing the wind speed increments and
shape parameter for a range of time lags. Measured wind data in three wind speed bins were selected
and their incremental PDFs were computed to investigate the presence of small-scale fluctuations
occurring within the wind field. The obtained PDFs at different time scales were compared with the
PDFs from the IEC wind cases, which were essentially Gaussian at all time scales. Additionally, the
intermittency parameter was used to quantify the degree of intermittency in the measured data sets. To
understand the impact of such small-scale turbulence structures on the turbine loading, the incremental
PDFs of the rotor loads of a SWT were calculated using the same approach. The time-series data sets
of the rotor loads were obtained from the aeroelastic simulation of the 5 kW Aerogenesis wind turbine
modelled in FAST, using the selected wind sets from the two sites. The most important findings of this
study are listed as follows:
a. Wind speed increments display the highest intermittency behaviour at small-scales and are
linked to the number of small-scale coherent structures of turbulence in the flow field. The nonopen PK site is expected to contain many small-scale coherent turbulence structures due to the
cascading of turbulence as the atmospheric turbulence is broken down when it comes into
contact with the obstacles in the built environment. The results confirm that the urban PK site
has higher intermittency than the open terrain OG site.
b. This study adds to the discussion whether intermittency in the flow field is passed on to
intermittency in wind turbine loads. The results show that intermittency of small-scale
turbulence is passed on to rotor torque, and to a lesser extent, thrust and flapwise bending
moment, particularly for the non-typical wind records from the PK site.
c. The relative effects of turbulence intermittency on rotor torque and thrust increment statistics
find that torque increments display the highest intermittent behaviour and appear more sensitive
to fluctuations at higher wind speeds. This is likely to be because torque is a cubic function of
wind speed whereas thrust is proportional to the square of the wind speed.
d. Peaks in intermittency for blade root flapwise bending moment increments are seen,
particularly for the PK data, at time scales associated with small-scale coherent turbulence
structures having the order of the size of the blade length. The results suggest that these
structures may be capable of inducing large dynamic responses from the blade as they pass
through the turbine.
e. This study, contrary to some other studies, finds that intermittency of turbulence in the wind
field is also transferred to thrust and flapwise bending moment. The fluctuations in flapwise
bending moments demands more robust blades; otherwise they will have a shorter fatigue life
due to higher loading resulting from the larger fluctuation in the blade loads. Additionally,
stronger turbine towers and foundations will be required to resist the moment caused by
fluctuating thrust.
f. It is imperative to note that the IEC model simplifies the description of turbulence in the inflow
to the turbine and does not reflect the actual wind conditions in its entirety. Nonetheless, the
model is currently used in design load calculations for manufacturers of SWTs. If SWTs are
experiencing more instances of extreme loads than predicted by the existing model, as inferred
in this paper, then manufacturers need more accurate models in order to design their turbines
for safety and performance. The results of this study underscore the importance of applying
higher order statistics in analysing the wind fields and wind turbine loading and performance
due to the impact of turbulence intermittency. The higher order moments of wind increment
distributions are necessary for the description and estimation of extreme values and it is
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recommended to incorporate this approach when revising the current small wind design
standard.
g. Future research is required to analyse statistics of the inflow wind across a large number of
potential sites in order to develop a new model (or range of models) where the probability of
extreme events is more accurately modelled in comparison to the existing turbulence model.
Although SWTs are gaining popularity in urban installations, current studies are still insufficient to
understand non-standard wind conditions in urban areas and the impact of terrain on their operation. As
the range of installation sites expands from ‘usual’ open terrain to include ‘non-standard’ built
environment, the SWT design standard also needs to accommodate the wind classes that characterize
the non-standard urban wind conditions, i.e. wind conditions that currently lie outside the range of wind
conditions adopted in IEC 61400-2. Understanding the impact of terrain and turbulence on the turbine’s
operation and fatigue load is not a trivial task. It demands more scrupulous site assessment technology
and application of fitting statistical methods to accurately construe the nature of the wind field.
Intermittent wind dynamics or intermittency of turbulence in the wind field is seen to have a notable
impact on the wind turbine loads. As wind model in the current standard does not consider the nonGaussian intermittency in the wind field and thus is indifferent about the resulting impact on the turbine
loads, this concept of advanced wind statistics should be incorporated in the standard when revising or
developing a new wind model applicable for the turbines that are to be installed in non-standard
operating sites. This should facilitate future wind turbine designers to develop cost-effective and
structurally robust turbines assuring their safe and reliable performance in built-up sites.
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